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Gender Mixing and the Female Reputation
Levantine Arabic transcript:
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English translation:
Woman: How much is the percentage of interaction between guys and girls, for a city
that … as you said, Homs is practically not considered that open, like Damascus, and not
as conservative as Aleppo governorate, for example.
Man: For example, I mean ….
Woman: Of course, Aleppo is considered, perhaps, more conservative than Homs, right?
Man: Yes, the subject of guys and girls’ interaction in general is indeed somewhat of a
difficult subject to discuss much here. Here, for example, relatively, guys in general don’t
undergo much scrutiny, because there is a misconception here that a guy wouldn’t get in
trouble no matter what, and that is based on religious and social belief inherited through
previous generations.
Woman: But you referred to it as an incorrect concept.
Man: Yes, in my opinion it is an incorrect concept.
Woman; Okay, what is the percentage of guys who think it’s an incorrect concept,
considering that such a concept works to their benefit. I mean, as you are saying, the
society goes easy on them much more than it’s easy with girls.
Man: Now, hmmm, guys in general, since this issue works to their benefit, they don’t
think about the issue much, and they don’t get annoyed at the issue much either. The
person, or the other side who is getting annoyed by the issue is the girls in general. I
mean, we said that five years ago until now, the story is changing a lot; the concepts are
changing a lot too. For example, hang outs, walking down the street with guys, in the
school and the university, the topic of gender mixing, I mean, with time the topic is more

open -- of course, under rules and regulations from parents. It is not enfelat1 in general, in
which case it’s okay to do whatever, but, I mean, these ancient traditions and beliefs,
which were somewhat conservative to the farther limits is getting less and less [so]. I
mean now, from five years until now, so many changes happened. The topic of hanging
out, university etc.
Woman: Have the universities in Syria always been coed? Is that right?
Man: Yes, but hmmm, the type of relationship between guys and girls was much more
conservative and much more limited.
Woman: Limited to the relationship of being classmates, no more or less?
Man: Exactly, and now it is, I mean, there is friendship, there is now, I mean, the story is
changing a lot, and these things are developing.
Woman: Okay, I mean, can you see now that in a Syrian society, a girl can have a guy
friend comfortably?
Man: Comfortably, yes, but not much, but it’s not like before, before it was prohibited,
not only forbidden.
Woman: Before almost, let’s say, six to seven years.
Man: Six to seven years almost, it was forbidden, totally forbidden; now it is okay, there
is no problem, but the parents should know -- as the parents of a girl, for example, they
have to know the guy and his background somewhat, general information about the guy,
because they need to know, for the subject of the girl’s reputation is a very sensitive, a
very sensitive subject.
Woman: Okay, you talked about the subject of the girl’s reputation being very sensitive;
can you explain to us what do you mean by a girl’s reputation? I mean, I think the
concept is a vague concept for someone from outside Syria; they won’t understand what
you mean exactly by a girl’s reputation.
Man: Aha, here in Syria, this concept is related to religious matters; now Syria, as we
said before, is 70% Muslims, 30% other religions, but even the other religions are going
with this concept -- it is a cultural thing in the society more than religious. It is traditions
that came from inheriting the religious matters.
Woman: You mean, you can say that a Christian family and a Muslim family would both
have this “girl’s reputation” you are talking about.
Man: Yes, of course, sure.
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Established boundaries aren’t crossed in general.

Woman: Same thing
Man: Yes, of course, I mean with no contradiction to the main principle, because talking
again about the topic of a girl’s reputation, the issue of reputation is basically who does
the girl hang out with, know, doesn’t know etc.
Woman: So, can you say that the society can always tell what the story of a girl is, who
she hangs out with and whom she talks to, where she goes and comes?
Man: Society in general knows, because we are a somewhat small city, I mean not….
Now I can say that this is concept doesn’t exist the same way in Damascus, because
Damascus is very big and it has so many people from outside Damascus; since it is a
capital, people come to it from Homs, Aleppo, Lattakia, Banias, Tartous, from all
different Syrian cities, but since Homs is a city on the inside [in the interior]of Syria, I
mean, it is not an isolated city but its society is somewhat isolated, its society would still
be small. So its society, since it is small, most people know each other in general, so the
subject of reputation and, hmmm, has a lot of effect.
Woman: Okay, sorry, even if I have to ask you again, can you in a way explain a bit what
is the girl’s reputation.
Man: What is the girl’s reputation? The girl’s reputation, why they ask about [it]is for
marriage and the future, basically for marriage.
Woman: You mean the girl’s reputation becomes important when she gets married.
Man: Exactly, because the cultures and traditions of marriage are somewhat different
from outside Syria.
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